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The purpose of Industry 4.0  

is to capture data using 

cloud technology to connect 

physical production with 

people and machines which 

are connected with business 

management processes  

and software. 

And Industry 4.0 is about  

one thing more. Achieving  

a connected technology 

ecosystem so the unique  

solutions you need are  

obtainable and affordable.

THE MEANING AND VALUE OF INDUSTRY 4.0

Data-driven manufacturing is not a new idea but it goes by different names: 

Smart Factory, Smart Manufacturing, the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), 

Industry 4.0 and others. Bottom line, no matter how many names we give it,  

the purpose is the same.

THE ERP AND MES YOU WANT

As great as it is, Acumatica’s manufacturing module is built to be an enterprise 

solution—to deliver the most value to the most customers. Of course, you’re not 

every customer. And Industry 4.0 from Fuuztm is the platform that delivers the 

personalized solution you want.

Fuuz, from MFGx, is a no–code, low–code, pro–code applications platform  

that delivers Industry 4.0 to discrete and continuous manufacturing  

businesses across industries. 

The joint partnership between Acumatica and Fuuz will deliver the solution  

you’ve always wanted but haven’t yet achieved. 
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FUUZ KEY FEATURES

Industry 4.0 and IIoT for Any 
Industry

Machine Monitoring and PLC 
Integration

Transportation Management 
and Shipping Integrations

MES |  EDI | QMS

Shop Floor Data Collection

Operator Control Panels

Barcoding / Scanning

HOW THE ACUMATICA SOLUTION YOU HAVE  
BECOMES THE SOLUTION YOU NEED

As an Acumatica customer, you have unique challenges and you want a  

solution to work the way that works best for your business. That’s what the 

Acumatica–Fuuz partnership delivers — a united technology ecosystem where 

MES, ERP, middleware, even point solutions, come together on a single platform 

to connect and extend your enterprise solutions. 

WHAT FUUZ CUSTOMERS SAY 
Fuuz is the rapid applications development platform and shop floor solution 

for more than 120 unique companies with over 1,000 physical locations globally. 

As an Acumatica customer who needs real-time insights into manufacturing 

processes, including operator, machine and product level traceability, you  

need Fuuz.

Fuuz has earned delighted customers who say things like this.

What we have learned so far about Fuuz, is that it’s 
much more than just a machine integration platform. 
The built–in capabilities allow us to build and tailor 
parts of the system to meet additional needs, as  
these needs arise. We can now focus more on  
business process improvements and less on the  
standard break fix issues typically prone in  
manufacturing environments.”

-Chad Wells, Information Systems Manager,  
Kamco Industries. 

“
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TWO THINGS THAT  
SET  FUUZ APART

1. 
Fuuz from MFGx is built by people 
who have worked in manufacturing 
and industrial businesses as software 
engineers, implementation experts 
and plant floor managers. The  
professionals behind Fuuz have 
in–depth understanding of plant floor 
operations and how they intersect 
with business software such as 
Finance, HR and CRM.

2. 
Fuuz is a multi–tenant cloud platform 
so every user gets the same software 
updates at the same time.  
Cloud applications that are not  
multi–tenant isolate your instance 
of the software. The results are not 
good. Slower deployment of updates 
and patches increases the possibility 
of system downtime, complicating 
the administration of different 
versions in use across the business.

Say good–bye to bolt-ons and  
point solutions. The Acumatica-Fuuz 
partnership is your opportunity to  
use your ERP the way you want  
and connect it with other  

software you use. 

WELCOME TO YOUR PERSONALIZED  
PLATFORM SOLUTION

Fuuz is an applications development platform where all of your software  

solutions live. It’s your personalized technology ecosystem. Fuuz comes  

with existing connectors to most major software so that your business can  

capture data and connect processes, people and machines — all in a single 

platform environment. And if you need a bespoke connector, Fuuz can  

rapidly build it for you. 

WHY NO–CODE, LOW–CODE, PRO–CODE  
APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT IS KEY  
TO YOUR SUCCESS

The Fuuz applications platform also offers a no–code, low–code and pro–code 

approach to building new applications. This broadens the potential of the 

platform to serve different kinds of users: the accomplished IT professional, the 

casual HTML coder and business or sales executives who want to script their own 

apps using a drag and drop editor that doesn’t require coding skills.
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Fuuz™ is a revolutionary anything-you-need-it-to-be Platform as a Service (xPaaS) that is changing how 
business and manufacturing software work by connecting people, processes, machines, and data. Fuuz 
delivers pre-built industrial SaaS apps and platforms, including aPaaS for rapid application development 
and integration and iPaaS for IT teams who want to personalize their infrastructure without building 
it from the ground up. Fuuz has the flexibility and scalability to deliver highly personalized solutions, 
replacing complicated software/middleware environments with automated processes and the ability to 
capture and exchange data across the enterprise. 
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